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Armor Proficiencies. --

Weapon Proficiencies. Simple Weapons, Shortsword

Tool Proficiencies. Alchemist’s supplies

Languages. Common, Draconic, Undercommon, Sylvan

Darkvision. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as
if it were bright light, and in darkness as if it were dim light.

Grovel, Cower, and Beg. As an action on your turn, you can
cower pathetically to distract nearby foes. Until the end of
your next turn, your allies gain advantage on attack rolls
against enemies within 10 feet of you that can see you.
Once you use this trait, you can't use it again until you
finish a short or long rest.

Pack Tactics. You have advantage on an attack roll against a
creature if at least one of your allies is within 5 feet of the
creature and the ally isn't incapacitated.

Sunlight Sensitivity. You have disadvantage on attack rolls
and on Perception checks that rely on sight when you, the
target of your attack, or whatever you are trying to
perceive is in direct sunlight.

Unarmored Defense. While you are wearing no armor and
not wielding a shield, your AC equals 14.

Martial Arts. Your unarmed strike does 1d4 damage. You
can use Strength or Dexterity for these attacks.
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Though others must often endure extensive interviews
and significant fees to gain access to even the most
common archives in your library, you have free and easy
access to the majority of the library, though it might also
have repositories of lore that are too valuable, magical, or
secret to permit anyone immediate access. You have a
working knowledge of your cloister's personnel and
bureaucracy, and you know how to navigate those
connections with some ease.Additionally, you are likely to
gain preferential treatment at other libraries across the
Realms, as professional courtesy shown to a fellow
scholar.

There’s nothing I like more than a good mystery.
I am willing to listen to every side of an argument
before I make my own judgment.

Logic. Emotions must not cloud our logical thinking.
(Lawful)

I work to preserve a library, university, scriptorium,
or monastery.

Unlocking an ancient mystery is worth the price of a
civilization.

A white beaded necklace with a blackiron symbol of
my Monastery's, and a book of the Monastery's
teachings.



A cloth or leather pouch can hold up to 20 sling bullets or
50 blowgun needles, among other things.

Includes a backpack, a book of lore, a bottle of ink, an ink
pen, 10 sheets of parchment, a little bag of sand, and a
small knife.

When you use your action to set it, this trap forms a saw-
toothed steel ring that snaps shut when a creature steps on
a pressure plate in the center. The trap is affixed by a heavy
chain to an immobile object, such as a tree or a spike
driven into the ground. A creature that steps on the plate
must succeed on a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw or take
1d4 piercing damage and stop moving. Thereafter, until the
creature breaks free of the trap, its movement is limited by
the length of the chain (typically 3 feet long). A creature
can use its action to make a DC 13 Strength check, freeing
itself or another creature within its reach on a success.
Each failed check deals 1 piercing damage to the trapped
creature.



As an action, you can spread a bag of caltrops to cover a
square area that is 5 feet on a side. Any creature that
enters the area must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity saving
throw or stop moving this turn and take 1 piercing damage.
Taking this damage reduces the creature’s walking speed
by 10 feet until the creature regains at least 1 hit point. A
creature moving through the area at half speed doesn’t
need to make the save.

As an action, you can spill these tiny metal balls from their
pouch to cover a level, square area that is 10 feet on a side.
A creature moving across the covered area must succeed
on a DC 10 Dexterity saving throw or fall prone. A creature
moving through the area at half speed doesn’t need to
make the save.

This small container holds flint, fire steel, and tinder
(usually dry cloth soaked in light oil) used to kindle a fire.
Using it to light a torch—or anything else with abundant,
exposed fuel—takes an action. Lighting any other fire takes
1 minute.

A torch burns for 1 hour, providing bright light in a 20-foot
radius and dim light for an additional 20 feet. If you make a
melee attack with a burning torch and hit, it deals 1 fire
damage.

Rations consist of dry foods suitable for extended travel,
including jerky, dried fruit, hardtack, and nuts.

This tin box contains a cup and simple cutlery. The box
clamps together, and one side can be used as a cooking pan
and the other as a plate or shallow bowl.



This cylindrical leather case can hold up to ten rolled-up
sheets of paper or five rolled-up sheets of parchment.

This cylindrical leather case can hold up to ten rolled-up
sheets of paper or five rolled-up sheets of parchment.

This cylindrical leather case can hold up to ten rolled-up
sheets of paper or five rolled-up sheets of parchment.

This cylindrical leather case can hold up to ten rolled-up
sheets of paper or five rolled-up sheets of parchment.

A simple and portable canvas shelter, a tent sleeps two.

Alchemist’s supplies enable a character to produce useful concoctions,
such as acid or alchemist’s fire.
    Components. Alchemist’s supplies include two glass beakers, a
metal frame to hold a beaker in place over an open flame, a glass
stirring rod, a small mortar and pestle, and a pouch of common
alchemical ingredients, including salt, powdered iron, and purified
water.
    Arcana. Proficiency with alchemist’s supplies allows you to unlock
more information on Arcana checks involving potions and similar
materials.
    Investigation.When you inspect an area for clues, proficiency with
alchemist’s supplies grants additional insight into any chemicals or
other substances that might have been used in the area.
    Alchemical Crafting.You can use this tool proficiency to create
alchemical items. A character can spend money to collect raw
materials, which weigh 1 pound for every 50 gp spent. The DM can
allow a character to make a check using the indicated skill with
advantage. As part of a long rest, you can use alchemist’s supplies to
make one dose of acid, alchemist’s fire, antitoxin, oil, perfume, or
soap. Subtract half the value of the created item from the total gp
worth of raw materials you are carrying.
    ALCHEMIST’S SUPPLIES



Many creatures in the worlds of D&D, especially those that
dwell underground, have darkvision. Within a specified
range, a creature with darkvision can see in darkness as if
the darkness were dim light, so areas of darkness are only
lightly obscured as far as that creature is concerned.
However, the creature can’t discern color in darkness, only
shades of gray.

As an action on your turn, you can cower pathetically to
distract nearby foes. Until the end of your next turn, your
allies gain advantage on attack rolls against enemies within
10 feet of you that can see you. Once you use this trait, you
can't use it again until you finish a short or long rest.

You have advantage on an attack roll against a creature if
at least one of your allies is within 5 feet of the creature
and the ally isn't incapacitated.

You have disadvantage on attack rolls and on Wisdom
(Perception) checks that rely on sight when you, the target
of your attack, or whatever you are trying to perceive is in
direct sunlight.

Beginning at 1st level, while you are wearing no armor and
not wielding a shield, your AC equals 10 + your Dexterity
modifier + your Wisdom modifier.

At 1st level, your practice of martial arts gives you mastery
of combat styles that use unarmed strikes and monk
weapons, which are shortswords and any simple melee
weapons that don’t have the two-handed or heavy
property.
    You gain the following benefits while you are unarmed or
wielding only monk weapons and you aren’t wearing armor
or wielding a shield:
    •  You can use Dexterity instead of Strength for the
attack and damage rolls of your unarmed strikes and monk
weapons.
    •  You can roll a d4 in place of the normal damage of
your unarmed strike or monk weapon. This die changes as
you gain monk levels, as shown in the Martial Arts column
of the Monk table.
    •  When you use the Attack action with an unarmed
strike or a monk weapon on your turn, you can make one
unarmed strike as a bonus action. For example, if you take
the Attack action and attack with a quarterstaff, you can
also make an unarmed strike as a bonus action, assuming
you haven’t already taken a bonus action this turn.

Certain monasteries use specialized forms of the monk
weapons. For example, you might use a club that is two
lengths of wood connected by a short chain (called a
nunchaku) or a sickle with a shorter, straighter blade
(called a kama). Whatever name you use for a monk
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	background_age: 12
	background_height: 3" 2'
	background_weight: 35 pounds
	background_character_name: Inquisitor Mollarii
	background_eyes: Red
	background_skin: Red/Black Scales
	background_hair: None
	background_portrait_image: 
	background_allies: My Monastery and it's associates.
My Monastery is Located in the 'Turnstone Hills' in northern region of the Forgotten Realms.
	background_organization_name: Order of the Long Death
	background_organization_image: 
	background_feature_name: Feature: Library Access
	background_additional_features: Small curved horns, undersized for a Kobold of my age.
Worships Oghma - The Lord of Knowledge.

Additional Treasure
Kama 2x, Silver string.
Personal and Monastery Journals.
My spear is a trophy of my victory over the mercenaries who attacked my village.
	background_story: From the day I was born I was different from my Kin, experiments with strong magic items near eggs are often considered a failure; I am no exception. Usually these failures result in unhatched eggs, the ones which do are often deformed in horrifying ways, a few result in larger spawn, more capable of fighting than the average Kobold; and fewer still are fortunate enough to be touched by the arcane. I, was none of these things, weak, undersized, and in almost every other way; underwhelming. What made me unique was not my physical prowess, or any arcane essence in my blood, it was the contents of my head.

I was a quick study when it came to mechanisms, able to quickly learn the process of assembling traps. Unfortunately the same cannot be said for my grasp of weapons, of course I quickly learnt how to assemble them; but their utilisation always eluded me. Many societies value wit, wisdom and cunning, Kobolds are no exception, but unlike so many others, we do not value the acquisition of knowledge, instead favouring to increase our holdings; in both physical treasures, and territory.

Due to my small size, and poor use of weaponry, I found myself held in low esteem by my tribe. I tried to display my prowess in the construction of traps, and other mechanical devices, but these roles are held by those of higher esteem, thus I was relegated to the role of scout; to protect the colony from external incursion. One fateful day, several dozen humans invaded our tunnels, they had established a village nearby in the previous cycle, and although we had lived in our caves peacefully for many cycles, they did not want us living in "Their Territory"; and so they attacked us. They made many mistakes, but there biggest was assuming they were smarter than us, that may be true in many ways, but the tunnels were our home, the earth is our domain; a lesson they learned the hard way.

There initial attack was short lived, many were killed by my tribe’s arrows and spears, more still fell to our traps, some managed to lose their way in the dark; never to return. The elders declared them a nuisance at best, and so the village was ignored, Kobolds do not do well on the surface world; that was our biggest mistake. The next attack came several weeks later, but it was not a few dozen humans, not even an army, but 5 creatures of various races, this group of mercenaries were brutal, efficient, and cunning. They peeled back our defences layer by layer, until they finally reached the colony, the glee with which they dispatched my Kin was sickening. Most of my tribe fled, desperate to save the unhatched and young, some stood their ground to aid in evacuation; all were cut down in short order.

I did not flee, nor did I fight, for I am no fool, I may be weak in body; but my mind is sharp. I used the traps I had devised and built, luring each of these "Hero’s" to their demise, one by one they chased me, and one by one they failed; until a single Gnome remained. Believing me cornered he drew his spear, aware his allies were missing he was cautious, using it to attack me from range, it was a good throw, and nimble as I was; the head still found purchase as it grazed me. I collapsed to the ground in pain, clutching the weapon that had struck me; he approached to "put me down, like the scum I am". That was his biggest, and final, mistake.

After returning to the tunnels my colony had once called home I found them quite, lifeless, still, you could not move without stepping in what remained of so many of my Kin. I realised then what I had always known, I was not like my tribe, not like any of my Kin, my intellect, knowledge and imagination had saved my life that day; I knew I could not return to the simple duties of a scout.

I left my Kin behind, and went out into the world above, but not before stopping at the human village. I gathered supplies to manufacture chemicals, and used them to burn the village to ash, with nowhere to live, the humans were forced to leave; and what remained of my Kin would be safe for a short time, wherever they now dwelled.

On my travels I moved quietly, learning I could blend in more easily at night, and with a little work, could easily be mistaken for Dragonborn spawn. I sold the potions and chemicals I produced to, less saviour individuals, in exchange for fair coin. As I continued to learn, I eventually discovered the location of a great repository of knowledge, somewhere in the turnstone hills!

Upon arrival, I was of course unwelcome, but I offered my services, over time one of their number began to show interest in me, she wanted to know more of my kind; they had little recorded knowledge of my Kin. I offered her all of the information I could, as she learnt about our society, our rituals and beliefs, she eventually enquired the reason for my presence at the Monastery. Understanding that I had no place within my tribe, and that my Kin are unwelcome in most areas of the world, she took pity on me, and agreed to train me in her spare time; provided I continued to perform my duties for the monastery.

Where before my limited strength was a burden, here it was my agility that was of use, and although I could not use the Kama that the monastery had taken as there chosen weapon; I found I could easily wield the spear which had once been beyond me. As I grew, others took interest in me; the unusual creature in their midst.

The elders were concerned, the monastery’s traditions were already misunderstood, and a creature such as myself may draw further concern. They decided that it was “too great a risk” for me to remain, but appreciated the complexity of my situation, the services I had provided, and the information I had divulged on the habits of my Kin.

So they granted me the rank of Inquisitor, a relic from the distant past, for one who should venture into the world, to gather information on behalf of the Monastery; and to continue to grow my skills. My orders are as follows:
• Due to the dark nature of my Kin, I must not allow my decisions to be guided by my emotions; but instead use logic, reason and law.
• To continue my studies in general, to secure any knowledge relevant to the Monastery and report back these findings.
• Keep them regularly apprised of my situation, journey, and any contacts which may prove useful.

To aid me, I have been given a symbol of the order, which I wear on a beaded necklace around my neck. This should be used to seal any documents I send to the Monastery, and may be used to prove my association. I was warned to conceal it in the presence of monks from other Monastery’s, as my order is viewed with suspicion, concern, and mistrust.
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